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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to describe and analyze the presence of ICT
in art in Sweden between 1993 and 2011. The paper is based on a survey of
exhibition catalogues, periodicals, newspapers, and academic writing,
supplemented with interviews with the artists. By using the categories tool,
medium and theme I investigate in what way ICT is present in the artworks, as
well as the subjects treated within the works of art.
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Introduction

The 1990s have been described as a new era in computing, referring to the
development of the Internet and the increased use of computers in our everyday lives
[1]. In comparison to other areas, this has also affected the development in art. In the
late 1990s digital art was increasingly incorporated in exhibitions at museums and
galleries, and a number of exhibitions were dedicated entirely to digital art [2].
Sweden is put to the fore as one of the countries where artists are early adopters of
information and communication technologies, ICT, and it is also described as having
a tradition of fruitful collaborations between ICT and art [3]. The mid 1990s
witnessed the birth of various digital media labs and organizations initiated by artists,
acting as fora for discussions, production and collaborations between ICT and art.
And the years around the turn of the century brought with them a number of
exhibitions paying attention to ICT in art, e.g. Avatar 1998–1999, Bäst före 1999, and
the biennial Electrohype inaugurated in 2000 [4].
When it comes to the presence of ICT in art in Sweden since the mid 1990s, earlier
research has contributed by paying attention to digital photography [5, 6], the
introduction of ICT in art education [7, 8, 9], the conditions of production of artists
using ICT [9], ICT in public art installations [10], ICT and art criticism [4], [11], and
collaborations between artists and engineers using ICT [12, 13]. These studies are
important as they contribute to identify art works, shed light upon a number of
questions related to ICT in art in general and to interpret particular art works in
particular, and last but not least, they provide a picture of the presence of ICT within
different areas of contemporary art. Although a survey of these studies indicates that
there is a basis for a broader approach, there is, however, no study aiming at mapping
ICT in Swedish art since the mid 1990s.

The aim of this paper is to describe and analyze the presence of ICT in art in
Sweden between 1993 and 2011. The paper is based on a survey of Swedish art from
the mid 1990s until the present days, and I will describe and analyze a number of
artworks by focusing on the following two questions: In what way is ICT present in
the artwork? What subjects are treated within the artwork?
But why should one study the presence of ICT in art? And how does it relate to the
transformation of the Nordic societies through ICT innovations, which is the overall
theme of this volume? Artists have always been early adopters and explorers of the
technologies of their time, among other things by dealing with fears and hopes related
to the technological development. Moreover, it means that art always has critically
examined the technologies of its time [2]. And since one could claim that art provides
us with knowledge concerning societal changes, I argue that analyzing the presence of
ICT in art is one way of analyzing the impact of ICT in the society. Thus, this paper
does not investigate any of the innovative milestones that transformed the Nordic
societies, but the discourse of impact of these innovations on the society as it is
expressed in art.
But how does one map and categorize ICT in art? Which are the structuring unities
suitable for the purpose? In this paper, I use the categorization suggested by
Christiane Paul, as it is presented in her book Digital Art [2] where Paul argues for
two aspects of the presence of ICT in art: ICT as a tool, and ICT as a medium. The
first one refers to traditional art objects such as photography, painting and sculpture
created by the help of ICT, while the latter one refers to art using ICT in order to
investigate the technology in itself. As shown in this paper, there are examples of art
works that turn out to be close to the borderline between these two definitions, which
illustrates the difficulties of making classifications. On the other hand, categorizations
are helpful and necessary tools in the mapping of a field. This might also be the
reason for Paul to refer to the categorization as a “preliminary diagram” rather than a
definitive classification.
However, with technology as its common denominator, Paul’s classification omits
art that does not use or contain ICT as a technology, but utilizes other artistic means
and investigates ICT as a theme. In this paper, I argue that to be able to understand the
impact of ICT in the society, one has to pay attention not only to the technology in
itself, but also to how it is treated as a theme in cultural expressions in general and art
in particular. Hence, by complementing Paul’s categorization by investigating ICT as
a tool, medium and theme, this paper contributes with a wider approach on the
presence of ICT in art. This is also why the title of the paper is ICT in art, with
emphasis on the word in, to be compared to Paul’s Digital art.
The sources used in this paper are exhibition catalogues, periodicals, newspapers,
and academic writings. When needed, the written sources have been supplemented
with oral interviews and e-mail correspondence with the artists. Given the limited
number of examples presented in this paper, something has to be said about the
principles of selection. This paper does not provide a comprehensive quantitative
survey of ICT in art in Sweden. However, it contains a variety of artworks
representing various kinds of examples of how ICT is used as a tool, medium and
theme. All in all, the selection is supposed to shed light upon how various ICT
innovations are used, questioned or depicted within different artistic techniques.

This papper contains thhree categoriees of ICT in art, followed by a concludding
discussion.

2

Threee Categoriees of ICT in Art

2.1

Categgory 1: ICT as a Tool

This paragrraph contains examples
e
of how
h
ICT is useed as a tool by artists workking
with differeent artistic exxpressions succh as photogrraphy, painting, sculpture and
a
installationss. Furthermoree, it sheds lighht upon the qu
uestions raised by the artworrks.
What are thhe major issuees being addreessed? And what
w
role does ICT play in the
articulation of the subjectss?
a early exampple of ICT usedd as
På Kaféé from 1993 byy Olof Glemmee (b. 1952) is an
a tool in thee making of photography (fiig. 1). The pho
otograph depiccts a man usinng a
gun shootinng at a radio in a café, andd it is consideered to be the first photograaph
Glemme has created by ussing digital imaage processingg technology [55].

Fig. 1. Olof Glemme,
G
På Kaffé, 1993. Courtessy of Olof Glem
mme.

Glemme woorks within an art historical context
c
referredd to as staged pphotography, and
a
his photograaphs have been compared too historical paiintings. The working
w
processs is
characterizeed by extensive preparationns as well as after-treatm
ment. By way of

introductionn Glemme stagges an idea by using
u
people, environments
e
a details, wh
and
hich
he photograaphs. På Kafé
fé was photoggraphed with an analogue ccamera. He th
hen
scanned thee photograph, whereupon
w
he arranged the fiinal picture by using the imaageprocessing program
p
Photooshop. Nowaddays, he uses a digital camerra from the sttart,
[4]. Paul’s investigation
i
puts
p to the foree a number of ways by whichh manipulationn is
made possibble by using digital
d
technoloogy in photogrraphy. Whereaas some couldd be
almost inviisible in the final picture, others leave more visible traces. We find
f
examples off the former in På Kafé with the coat at the hook, which hhas been colouured
brown insteead of its original green coloour, a radio has been erased from the shelff in
the corner, the Swedish flag
fl outside thee window was originally thee flag of Skånee (a
nged digitally.. Furthermore the
landscape inn the south off Sweden), but has been chan
picture has been
b
reversed with the resultt that all the texxts have been reversed
r
back to
t a
readable poosition. More visible
v
traces of
o the use of Photoshop
P
are the fire from the
gun, the chaair, and the radio at the table as well as itts shadow. By raising questioons
about repreesentation, menntal conditionss and the soccial environmeent referred to as
Folkhemmeet (literally peeople´s home, mainly used as a political term during the
building off the Swedish welfare state)) it might be argued
a
that Påå Kafé addressses
questions abbout reality [5], [8, 9].

Fig. 2. Kristoffer Zetterrstrand, Wanderrer, 2008. Courteesy of Kristofferr Zetterstrand.

Reality is
i also a recurrrent theme inn the paintingss of Kristofferr Zetterstrand (b.
1973). His paintings
p
are figurative
f
and ccontain a mixtu
ure of motivess from art histoory,
computer games and privvate photograpphs. Wanderer (2008) depictts the lonely man
m

seen from behind while he looks out over the mountains from Caspar David
Friedrich’s well-known painting from 1818, although in Zetterstrand’s painting the
landscape partly consists of pixelated mountains from the computer game King’s
Quest (fig. 2). The scenery is composed by using the 3d-programme Maya and
painted in oil on canvas. A common denominator in Zetterstrand’s paintings is that
each motive is depicted in the same way as it was in its original medium, i.e. the
motives from computer games are pixelated, whereas the art historical objects are
painted in their original art historical style. Hence, Zetterstrand does not only blend
different motives, but also different styles. It has been argued that the paintings
represent alternative realities, a statement which is reinforced by the use of Maya. As
Zetterstrand brings together motives from different two-dimensional sources and
makes them three-dimensional, he literally creates an alternative reality [15, 16, 17].
The visible use of ICT in Zetterstrand’s paintings could be conceived as a
comment to the language of digital technology, and it shows similarities to the public
artwork Holding Hands from 2009 by Thomas Broomé (b. 1971). Holding Hands is
placed outside Blekinge Institute of Technology, BTH, in Karlshamn and consists of
two persons holding hands – a grown up man and a young girl. However, a significant
difference could be noticed between them. Whereas the girl, made of painted bronze,
looks as realistic as the child she represents with crumpled jeans and her cheeks
slightly blushing, the man, made of aluminum, is all pixelated and looks as if he
recently literally stepped out of the computer. The difference is a result of how the
objects were made. A 3d-scanner has been used in the making of the girl as well as
the man. However, whereas the girl is made in high resolution, the man is made in
low resolution. In the case of the girl the use of ICT is almost invisible, whereas the
use of ICT in the making of the man is far more present and could be described as a
comment to the aesthetic of ICT. The overall subject of Holding hands deals with
meetings. One meeting concerns the one between a technological interface and an
individual, and others between different generations (a child and a grown up),
different materials (heavy bronze and light aluminum), and different realities (the real
world and a virtual one) [18].
The notion of reality seems to be a distinguished feature in art made by using ICT
as a tool. But what happens when somebody is given the possibility to alter the
representation of his or her own reality? And what happens to the attitude towards
technology when one is constantly intertwined with a technological artifact? During
506 days in 2002 and 2003, the artist Mikael Lundberg (b. 1952) carried a small GPS
on his shoulder. The GPS logged his geographical position every tenth second and
gave him the information of longitude, latitude, scale, time, date and speed. At the
time Lundberg was an artist in residence at Innovative Design at Chalmers University
of Technology in Gothenburg, where he among others collaborated with the physician
Joakim Linde (b. 1975) who made the GPS data processing and programming for
Lifeline. The large data set collected by the GPS was visualized in two ways, as a
book and as a movie.

Fig.. 3. Mikael Lunddberg, Lifeline, 22003-2004. Courrtesy of Mikael L
Lundberg.

The boook, to the righht in figure 3, contains track
ks from Lundbberg’s movemeents
with each page
p
depicting one day, wheereas the moviie projected onn the wall shoows
Lundberg’s movement att an accelerateed rate. The darker
d
lines inndicate a distannce
frequently covered
c
by Lun
ndberg, whereas the abruptlyy stopped liness represent plaaces
where Lunddberg has been
n out of satellitte reach. Lifeliine can be inteerpreted as a seelfportrait for which Lundbeerg has used IC
CT as a tool. However,
H
it alsoo raises questioons
about surveeillance and th
he relationshipp between mann and technoloogy. The latterr is
illustrated by
b Lundberg’s description off, how the GPS became an iintegrated partt of
his life andd left him witth a feeling oof sadness the day he stoppped using it. The
T
question of surveillance iss brought to thhe fore by Lunndberg’s descriiption of, how
w he
sometimes started to wallk different paaths than he usually did as a result of beeing
aware that all
a his movemeents would be registered andd represented vvisually. Claim
ming
this means that Lifeline could
c
also be described
d
as dealing
d
with IC
CT as a mediuum.
However, Lundberg
L
himself argues thatt his intention has not been to investigate the
technology, but to use it ass a tool [3], [9]], [19, 20].
2.2

Categgory 2: ICT as a Medium

Using ICT as
a a medium implies that em
mploying ICT from
f
productioon to presentattion
has created the work of arrt. Furthermoree, that the inheerent qualities of
o the technoloogy
a
used are utiilized. This paaragraph contaains examples of work of artts containing and
using the In
nternet, variouss kinds of compputer programss, and virtual w
worlds.
“Welcom
me to the Arch
hive of Deletedd Files: Accesss and contributte” reads the first
f
message thaat met the Internet user, whoo in 1996 and some
s
years to come entered the
no longer ex
xisting web paage devoted to the Archive of Deleted Filess (ADF). In 19996
the artist Måns
M
Wrange (bb. 1961) and Konrad
K
Tollmaar (b. 1963), reesearcher at KT
TH,
the Royal Institute of Tecchnology in Sttockholm, foun
nded the ADF
F. The ADF is an

archive on the
t Internet th
hat contains deleted files from
m various com
mputers conneccted
to the Internnet. The ADF expands by beeing used by itss visitors, since the only wayy to
get access to the archive is
i to agree to submit
s
deleted files from youur own compuuter.
As you agreee to do this, th
he program Trrojan Horse 1.0
01 is automaticcally download
ded
to your com
mputer, and th
he program sttarts to scan the
t hard disk for deleted filles,
recovers theem and finallyy sends them back to the arrchive. When this is done, the
visitor gets access to the archive.
a
In the project Wrangge and Tollmarr used the Interrnet
a
to investigate questions raised arounnd the Internnet such as surveillance and
n referred to ass Internet art [221].
democracy. ADF is an earrly example off what has been
w part of an exhibition
e
on thhe Internet org
ganized by the organization [a:t]
The ADF was
Association
n for Temporaary Art, foundded by Karin
n Hansson (b. 1967) and Åsa
Å
Andersson Broms
B
(b. 1967). The exhibition was the fiirst event organnized by [a:t] and
a
involved arttists as well as companies andd institutions working
w
with IC
CT [8, 9], [22].

Fig. 4. Ola Pehrson,
P
Yucca Invest Tradingg Plant, 1999. Photo:
P
Tobias Sjödin.
S
Courtesyy of
Moderna Muuseet, Stockholm
m.

Associattion for Tempporary Art alsoo organized thee group exhibiition Bäst föree at
Tensta konssthall in Stockkholm in 1999, investigating
g different aspeects of the meedia
society [4]. Yucca Invest Trading Plantt by Ola Pehrsoon (1964–20066) was one of the
m attention aand consisted of
o a yucca palm
m and a compu
uter
art works thhat attracted most
placed on a table (fig. 4). The yucca palm is connectedd to a computeer by sensors. The
T
om the yucca palm
p
give the computer
c
instrructions to buyy or sell shares on
impulses fro
the stock market.
m
If the yucca
y
palm suucceeds with itts investments it receives more
m
water, wherreas if it fails, less or no waater is added. However, beinng too successsful
leads to tooo much water,, which createes too much acctivity and tooo many reactioons
interpreted by the sensors. Just like ann overheated stock
s
market. T
The result of the
investmentss made by the yucca
y
palm is shown in a grraph that, despiite the elementt of
random, turrns out to bee quite similarr to the one from a real stockbroker.
s
The
T

installation soon became famous around the world and has been related to as the
“ultimate annihilation of the dot-com bubble” [23]. In Yucca Invest Trading Plant
ICT is used to shed light upon the viewers’ expectations on the role of ICT in the
society [24].
Random is also present in Peter Hagdahl’s (b. 1956) installation Simulated social
model no2 (sensoric transformation) that was exhibited at Moderna Museet, the
museum of modern art in Stockholm, and on the Internet in 2002. Visitors to the
Moderna Museet viewed the artwork on a screen depicting an ever-changing
computer graphic in constant motion. But what did the computer graphic represent?
And how was it constructed? A camera, placed at Skeppsholmen registered the traffic
at Slussen, a heavily overloaded traffic junction in the center of Stockholm. The
movements in the traffic were transferred to computers and shown afterwards as
moving computer graphic images on the screen at the museum. A computer program
controlled the appearances of the moving images. Simulated social model no2
(sensoric transformation) has been described as an investigation of the relationship
between a virtual and a real world. The virtual world is illustrated by the moving
images representing the regulated and controlled, while the real world is represented
by the non-controllable, randomly moving traffic. The programmer is in charge of the
parameters deciding the appearance of the computer graphic, whereas the traffic,
however, is out of the programmer’s control [25].
Objects of Virtual Desire (2005) by G+S (Simon Goldin, b. 1981 and Jakob
Senneby, b. 1971) illustrates another way of investigating the relationship between a
virtual and a real world as well as merging the two of them. For the project the artists
collected immaterial objects, created and owned by inhabitants in the online world
Second Life. The selection of the objects was related to the sentimental value the
owner, i.e. the avatar, had to the object. Some of the objects have been reproduced in
physical form and exhibited in real life. One example is the Penguin Ball, a
transparent ball with a penguin inside of it. In Second Life an avatar named Cubey
Terra created the virtual object. The physical object was exhibited together with an
interview with the avatar (fig. 5). The project illustrates the interconnection between
the real world and the virtual world and examines how value is transferred from the
material to the immaterial and vice versa. It raises questions about value,
economically and emotionally, as well as about reality [2].

Fig. 5. Goldiin+Senneby, Obj
bjects of Virtual Desire: Cubey Terra’s Penguinn Balls. Installattion
view: Bergenn Kunsthall, Berggen, Norway 20005. Courtesy of Goldin+Sennebyy.

2.3

Categgory 3: ICT as a Theme

The use of the image proocessing prograam Photoshop to arrange a final photograaph;
d as a tool for a composition to be realized in a painting; the
the 3d-progrram Maya used
use of a 3d--scanner to creeate a sculpturee; the use of GPS
G to collect information
i
to
o be
visualized in
i a film; the use
u and investtigation of Inteernet, the virtuual world Secoond
Life and varrious computeer programs aree all exampless of the emplooyment of varioous
kinds of ICT
T as a tool and
d a medium prresented in the previous paraagraphs. Althouugh
the examplees cover a broaad range of arttistic techniquees, the commoon denominatorr is
the actual prresence or use of ICT as a tecchnology.
In this paragraph
p
I inntend to introdduce an additiional categoryy designated as a
supplement to the categorrization made by
b Paul: ICT as
a a theme. Hoow is the category
ICT as a thheme defined?? In which w
way is it distin
nguished from
m Paul’s tool and
a
medium? What
W
is its conttribution? And which questioons does it alloow one to ask that
t
cannot be annswered by Pauul’s categorizaations solely?
ICT as a theme referrs to works oof art that neeither use nor contain ICT as
technology, but still relatee to ICT in onee way or anotheer. Thus, the w
works of art do not
necessarily have to deal with questionns concerning
g ICT explicittly, but may just
j
contain a traace of it. The absence
a
of thee actual technology is the pivvotal differencee to
Paul’s categgorizations. Suppplementing IC
CT as a tool annd medium witth ICT as a theeme
thereby alloows you to emb
brace a broader selection of works
w
of art inn the investigattion
and thus contributes to a more
m
comprehhensive understtanding of the impact of ICT
T in
the society. The exampless presented in tthis paragraph contain sculptture, photograpphy
and paintingg.
Winfile.eexe (1997) by above
a
introducced Ola Pehrsoon is a sculptuural interpretattion
of the deskttop ”win file” icon from winndows (fig. 6). It is made of ppainted wood and
a
has the sizee of 25x30x35 cm, i.e. approoximately the size of a hard disk at the tim
me.

The sculptu
ure, a piece of office
o
furnituree containing ph
hysical storagee space, is a thrreedimensionall artifact of a graphical useer interface [2
26]. The startiing point for the
sculpture haas been the deesktop icon thaat Pehrson hass given the shaape of a physiical
object. How
wever, there is yet another dim
mension of imp
portance to thee interpretationn of
the sculpturre, since the arcchetype for thee original deskttop icon was a piece of physiical
office furnitture. By reshaaping the deskttop icon as a three
t
dimensioonal object means
that Pehrson has returnedd the desktop icon back to
o the material world [27]. The
T
t object betw
ween the virtuaal and real worrld illustrated by
b Winfile.exe has
h
transfer of the
similarities with the subjecct discussed inn the case of Obbjects of Virtuaal Desire.

Fig. 6. Olla Pehrson, Winffile.exe, 1997. Courtesy of Ola Pehrson
P
Foundation, Stockholm.

Previoussly mentioned Bäst före deallt with issues reelated to what has been referrred
to as the meedia society. One of the participating workss of art that didd not use ICT, but
depicts its presence
p
in socciety, is Sites: Nybrogatan 55
5 (1999) by Johan
J
Fowelin (b.
1955), Karinn Hansson andd Åsa Andersson-Broms (fig. 7). The photoograph depictss an
open plan office
o
in which ICT plays a siignificant part.. The depicted office belongss to
the Swedishh Internet com
mpany Spray, founded in 19995, and the title
t
refers to the
company ad
ddress. This paarticular photoggraph is part of a series calleed Sites, depictting
places in thhe society claim
med by the arttist to be charaacterized as im
mportant placess in
society sincce they are the places of real power. Signifficant for all thhe places depiccted
in Sites is that they reepresent mediaa production [4]. Sites: Ny
Nybrogatan 555 is
photographeed by using ann analogue largge format cam
mera, and the pphotographic film
f

has been deeveloped in a darkroom.
d
ICT has thus neither been used inn the making, nor
n
in the development of the photograph [28].

Fig. 7. Johann Fowelin, Kariin Hansson, Åsaa Andersson Brroms, Sites: Nybbrogatan 55, 19999.
Courtesy of Johan
J
Fowelin.

Den röd
da soffan 2 (20011) painted inn acrylic on caanvas by Karinn Broos depictts a
woman covvering herself with
w a blankett whilst lying on a red sofa. Her attention
n is
directed tow
wards a laptopp. A printer aand a mobile phone are alsso present in the
painting. I do
d not consideer this painting to expresslyy deal with questions related
d to
ICT. It is raather a snapshhot from the evveryday life of a woman. A large bookshhelf,
colourful pillows, carpetss and further blankets conttribute to depiict a rather co
ozy
environmennt. Neither the computer, norr the printer orr the mobile phhone are essenntial
parts in the painting, but they
t
are rather to be considerred as what has been referredd to
as markers of its time [29]. Den röda soffan 2 illusttrates ICT as uubiquitous in our
everyday livves.

3 Conclussions
In this papeer, I have desccribed and anaalyzed the presence of ICT in art in Swed
den
between thee mid 1990s annd the presentt days. I show that the presennce of ICT in art
could be divvided in three categories:
c
ICT
T as a tool, meddium and them
me. Furthermorre, I
show that sometimes theese categories overlap eachh other; hencee they are to be
a structuring unities.
u
considered as
By way of conclusion,, I would like tto shed light upon
u
surveillannce and the nottion
of reality as
a recurrent suubjects addressed by the arrtworks. A proominent questtion
concerns in what way surrveillance techhnologies affecct and alter ourr behavior, hennce
our reality. Furthermore the inherent qualities of the Internet aas a surveillannce
technology as well as a tool for democcracy are put to the fore, andd the relationsship

between different worlds is investigated in various ways, e.g., the merging of the
material and the immaterial, of man and technology, of the virtual and the real world.
On an overall level the questions concern our expectations on ICT and the role of ICT
in the representation of reality by asking: In what way does ICT alter the notion of
reality? But the discourse also, finally, points at ICT as ubiquitous in our everyday
lives.
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